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HOSPHORUS
Good old number 15 on your Periodic Table. Chances are, you
now know more about this element than you did during your
high school chemistry class. You don’t think so? Let’s review.

P

hosphorus is a naturally occurring element and a nutrient essential to the
growth and development of organisms. A
moderate amount of this nutrient is important to promote a healthy, balanced lake,
but excess phosphorus acts as fertilizer and
promotes nuisance algal growth. We also
know that phosphorus input into our lakes
comes from various sources in the watershed, and that controlling input is key to
good lake water quality.
Hopefully you are also aware that the state
is working to develop criteria that will determine when lakes in the state have too much
phosphorus. Once a lake is determined to
have too much phosphorus, it is placed on
the state’s 303(d) impaired waters list. This

One key to a successful TMDL is accounting for all sources of phosphorus in the
lake. Although we have discussed nonpoint
sources of phosphorus in previous issues
of The Water Line, this issue will expand
your knowledge of this nutrient. Phosphorus From Within introduces the concept of
internal loading, phosphorus that comes
from the lake’s bottom, while Phosphorus
by the Numbers discusses the amount of
phosphorus coming from agricultural and
urban areas. We will also outline various
approaches to setting phosphorus criteria
and review the pros and cons of each.
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leads to the creation of a Total Maximum
Daily Load (TMDL) study that initiates a
plan to reduce the phosphorus within the lake.
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n an ideal world, a lake
bottom of the lake. When
with frequent algae
oxygen is present at the lake
blooms could be “fixed”
bottom, the bonds between
by reducing the load of
phosphorus and whatever
nutrients to it from the
insoluble particle it’s atlandscape. It seems simtached to are quite strong,
ple. If too much phosand phosphorus tends to stay
phorus enters the lake,
on the bottom. However, the
the algae grows to nuibonds can be broken when
sance levels. To reduce
bottom water becomes anthe algae, you reduce The Saga of Internal Phosphorus Loading oxic (without oxygen). In
the nutrient inputs, right?
this situation, phosphorus
it turbid and muddy looking. CerThat’s the first step, but it may not
can enter the water column above.
tain fish and invertebrates that live
be the last.
Additionally, bacterial processes
or feed in the sediments can agitate
create enzymes that can break the
the
bottom
as
well.
Carp
are
a
comThe problem is excess phosphorus
bonds holding phosphorus in the
that has probably been flowing into mon culprit. As they go about their sediments, and warm weather can
the lake for years. In most cases, lives the only way they know how, speed these processes by increasing
more phosphorus enters a lake than they stir up the lake’s sediments. the metabolism of the bacteria.
leaves it, and the excess is depos- This process is called bioturbation,
ited on the lake bottom. Eventually, simply meaning that the turbidity is This all means that although you
some of that excess phosphorus will biological in origin.
may reduce the amount of phosphoreturn to the water column to fuel
Another particulate form of phosalgae growth.
phorus is algae itself. Some spePhosphorus entering a lake from the cies of algae actually have a restwatershed is called external loading. ing stage in which they hang out at
By contrast, phosphorus originate the bottom of the lake. During that
from within the lake is called inter- time, they may pull phosphorus out
nal loading. Internal loading occurs of the sediments and incorporate it
as phosphorus moves from the bot- into their cells. When environmentom sediments in either particulate tal conditions are just right, they
float to the surface, carrying all of
or dissolved form.
that phosphorus with them.

rus entering a lake there may not
be an immediate reduction in the
amount of algae, thanks to internal
loading. Eventually equilibrium
will be reached with no net release
of phosphorus into the water from
the sediments. For this to happen,
the phosphorus from the top layer of
sediments will have to slowly leach
into the water and be removed by
flushing the lake out with “cleaner”
water. This process may take deParticulate P loading
cades, and waiting that long can be
Dissolved P loading
a real disappointment to those who
Internal loading of particulate phoshave worked so hard to clean up the
phorus can result from mixing, typi- Phosphorus bonds readily to other lake.
cally by wind or boat traffic. As the molecules. That’s how it becomes
water is churned, phosphorus-rich attached to soil particles and sub- An alternative to waiting for the
sediments are agitated and intro- sequently enters our lakes. The soil equilibrium to occur naturally is
duced to the water above, making particles are heavy and sink to the
Continued on Page 3
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to stop or slow the release of phosphorus from the sediments. Such an
action should only be taken after the
external load has been reduced. The
most drastic option is to dredge the
lake bottom. This both increases the
lake’s volume and removes the top
layer of sediments, which are likely
the most nutrient-rich. The chemical ‘alum’ (aluminum sulfate) can
also be added, which not only pulls
phosphorus out of suspension, but
forms a barrier that serves to “lock”
phosphorus on the bottom. Aeration
is an option that helps keep oxygen
near the bottom, thus preventing
the phosphorus from switching to a
soluble form. Fish removal and plant
management are other options for
reducing the impact of internal loading. All of these management options come at a cost, though. Dredging has the greatest up-front cost by
far, but the other options have recurring maintenance costs that must be
considered.
Regardless of the method used to
keep internal loading in check, nutrient management starts first and
foremost with reducing the external
load. Until you can stem the flow of
nutrients into a lake, you won’t be
happy with the results of any mangagement. And even then, thanks to
internal loading, it could take years
before any measurable reduction is
seen in the amount of algae. This is
an important point to consider for
folks involved with lake clean-up.
Once the external loading is dealt
with, it may only be patience or more
money that will finish the job.
§

Phosphorus moves from the bottom sediments into the
water column by a process called “Internal Loading.”
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Phosphorus by the Numbers

I

f you’ve been
reading Water Line
the last few years, you have
seen numerous articles on the
sources of phosphorus to Missouri’s lakes. We’ve mentioned
that the EPA lists agriculture and
and urban runoff as the two largest
contributers of this nutrient to our
nation’s lakes, but we haven’t really provided any numbers. You’ve
waited patiently, and now it’s time
to be more specific.
Agricultural runoff tops EPA’s list
of nutrient sources for a couple of
reasons. One is that cropland represents a disturbance to the land and
results in more erosion than would
occur naturally. The soil that subsequently washes into our lakes has
phosphorus bound to it. Secondly,
farmers fertilize their fields, adding
to the potential for phosphorus runoff. A study in Maryland found that
phosphorus fertilizer was added to
crop fields at a rate of 80 pounds
per acre (lbs/ac) each year. This is
a lot when you consider that the
LMVP measures phosphorus concentrations as micrograms per liter
(ug/L) or parts per billion!
But cropland is not the only place
fertilizers are applied. The same

study found
that golf courses applied 88
pounds of phosphorus fertilizer per acre
each year on fairways and
44 lbs/ac each year on the greens.
By comparison, home owners used
about 15 lbs/ac each year on their
lawns.
A Marquette, Michigan study
provides an estimate of the concentration of phosphorus in runoff
(as opposed to how much was applied) from yards and other urban
landscape features. The average
phosphorus concentration from
lawn runoff was 2,330 ug/L, by far
the highest average concentration
found in the study. The lowest was
runoff from roof tops, with a concentration of 60 ug/L. Driveways
and high traffic streets had over
300 ug/L of phoshporus, while
parking lots had concentrations
of 200 ug/L. It makes sense that
yard runoff has the highest phosphorus concentration, as it is the
only landscape type in the study
where phosphorus is intentionally
applied. While parking lots and
road ways seem to have very little
nutrient runoff when compared to

lawns, a lot of phosphorus comes
from these surfaces.
Because much of a lake’s watershed is a potential source of external loading, the concept of accounting for all phosphorus inputs into
a lake and creating a phosphorus
budget (which is what the TMDL
basically does) seems overwhelming. This is especially true when
you consider that the amount of
phosphorus coming from agricultural land use depends on the Best
Management Practices that a farmer implements to reduce erosion as
well as the amount of fertilizer applied. Urban areas are more complex than one might think given
the range of concentrations found
in the Michigan study.
Setting a value that tells us when
our lakes have too much phosphorus, calculating the phosphorus
budget of that lake, and actually
reducing the in-lake phosphorus
concentrations to meet newly established criteria are all complicated steps in improving water quality in Missouri’s lakes. However,
cleaning up our lakes is not only
a mandate from the EPA, it is the
right thing to do.
§
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Nutrient Criteria Development in Missouri

An Update

Over the past 14 months, the Lakes of Missouri Volunteer Program staff has been participating in
stakeholder meetings in an attempt to develop nutrient criteria for the state of Missouri. This article
summarizes a few of the approaches the group has been evaluating for generating criteria for the
lakes of the plains region of Missouri.

T

he EPA is trying to return
waterbodies to their natural
state by mitigating some of the
negative impacts humans have
made on their environment. This
is a laudable goal, and there is no
doubt that human activities on the
land have had a profound impact
on water quality. Nutrients cause
nuisance algae blooms and rank
among the most common pollutants in America’s waterways.

some specific concentration, but
rather cause a gradual decline in
ambient conditions that ultimately leads to stinky, green, hypereutrophic lakes. Because the loss
of water quality is gradual, identifying the phosphorus concentration where impairment begins
is extremely difficult.

the methods currently available
for determining nutrient impairment in Plains region lakes.

The data set is made up of 82 reservoirs from the Plains regions
of the state, which encompasses
the northern and western parts of
Missouri. Each reservoir has been
sampled by the University of
Since we can’t specifically define Missouri during at least 4 years.
where nutrient impairment be- Long-term phosphorus values for
gins, we are using historical lev- the reservoirs range from a low of
Water quality standards are set els of nutrients as a starting point 14 to a high of 182 micrograms
to reduce the risk that pollutants and then declaring, somewhat ar- per liter (ug/L), with a median
§
will impair a waterbody’s desig- bitrarily, that a certain number of value of 50 ug/L.
our
lakes
have
too
many
nutrients.
nated use. Unlike other pollutants,
however, nutrients aren’t toxic at This article is an examination of

EPA’s 25th Percentile Approach

The 25th percentile of data
is easily viewed by looking at
a box plot (like you‘d see in
the LMVP Data Report). The
values from the bottom line
to the bottom of the box represent the 25th percentile.

This approach involves assembling
all available data (in this case the long
term phosphorus values for the 82 reservoirs) and ordering the values from
lowest to highest. The 25th percentile
of the data (phosphorus value of the
reservoir that is one quarter the way
up the list) is selected as the criterion.
The 25th percentile of the phosphorus
data for the 82 reservoirs in this analysis would be 34 ug/L, which would
lead to 62 reservoirs being listed as
impaired.

Continued on Page 6
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EPA’s Ecoregional Reference Approach
Phosphorus criterion for the whole of the Plains region (Ecoregion 9)
would be 20 ug/L based on the 75th percentile of data from reference
waterbodies in the region. If this level of phosphorus was used to set
criterion for the Plains Region, 77 of 82 reservoirs would be listed as
impaired.
Note: There are sub-regions within each Ecoregion, and each of
these sub-regions have different phosphorus concentrations associated with them. Northern and western Missouri could be divided
into three sub-regions that would have phosphorus criterion ranging from 30 ug/L along the eastern edge of the state to 55 ug/L in the far north-west corner. The
majority of northern and western Missouri would end up with criterion of 40 ug/L. Estimates suggest that 26 of 82 Plains reservoirs would be listed as impaired based on sub-region criteria.
Continued on Page 7

The EPA divided the country up into
numerous “Ecoregions,” based on
geology, climate, vegitation, land
use, etc. The majority of Northern
Missouri falls into Ecoregion IX.
VOLUNTEERS ONLY
As we analyze the samples here at our lab, we
have found a few filters that weren’t folded. Folding the filters is an essential step of sample processing, and the picture below shows why. When
the filters aren’t folded, much of the sample sticks
to the paper housing, requiring us to discard
these filters. That means no data for this lake!

ABOVE - Mean Summer phosphorus concentrations in LMVP lakes (Plains region only - 2005 data).
Vertical line at 20 ug/L represents the regional value proposed by EPA for the plains ecoregion and the 35 ug/L line
represents the Regional Techical Advisory Group’s proposed
value. Actual impairment would likely be determined by looking at long-term averages for a lake.
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The Regional Technical Assistance
Group (RTAG) Approach
Phosphorus criterion for most
of the four-state region would
be set at 35 ug/L (an exception made for the phosphorus-rich lakes of the Sand Hill
lakes in Nebraska). Any lake
or reservoir with a total phosphorus concentration higher
than 35 ug/L would be listed
as impaired. This value was

selected after a group of scientists looked at data from the
region, with emphasis on the
75th percentile of reference
waterbodies and the 25th percentile of all available data. If
Missouri used this criterion,
61 of 82 reservoirs would be
listed as impaired.

Stakeholder approach
(for Plains Region)
With this approach, the stakeholder group would determine
nutrient criteria using the reservoir’s flushing index (annual
inflow divided by lake volume).
For reservoirs in the plains regions, flushing index varies from
0.1 to around 6. This means that
some reservoirs receive as little
as 10% of their volume as inflow
each year while other reservoirs
may receive 600% or more each
year. This is important for water
quality because the lower the
flushing index is, the longer suspended materials (which contain
nutrients) have to settle to the
bottom. When a reservoir has a
high flushing index water moves
quickly through it and sedimentation is less likely to occur. Thus
fewer nutrients are lost to the
bottom of the reservoir and water
quality at the dam resembles that
of the inflowing stream.

TP vs Flushing Index

(with hypothetical assessment and action lines)

This approach
recognizes
all
reservoirs
are
not identical. We
can also calculate two phosphorus values for
each reservoir,
with one being The above graph shows the relationship between total
the Action Level phosphorus and lake flushing index for Plains reservoirs.
and the other an
Assessment Level. If a reservoir’s Action Levels are lines drawn into
long-term phosphorus value ex- the relation using statistics, and the
ceeds the Action Level, then the location of the lines is determined
reservoir would be listed as im- by the user (in this case DNR). The
paired. If long-term phosphorus is current Assessment Level line is set
above the Assessment Level but so that about half of the reservoirs
below the Action Level the reser- fall above and half below the line.
voir would be assessed to deter- The current Action Level line is set
mine if impairment is occurring.
on the high side, to minimize the
chance of incorrectly identifying a
Assessment and Action Levels are reservoir as impaired. If the current
based on the relationship between Action Level line is used, 2 of 82
the flushing rate and phosphorus reservoirs would be listed as imconcentrations of all the reser- paired, while another 41 reservoirs
voirs. In es- would be assessed to determine if
sence, the As- impairment was occurring.
§
Flushing Index = Annual Inflow Volume ÷ Lake volume
sessment and

